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As of this writing, Gutenberg has over 57,000 free ebooks on offer. They are available for download in EPUB and MOBI formats (some are only available in one of the two), and they can be read online in HTML format.
Websters New World College Dictionary
One hell of a year. Some may think I’m referring to COVID-19, some might think I’m referring to Trump and his idiotic antics that I believe harmed America and helped enhance a divided country. Others ...
Citizen journal: Learning ‘if Black lives don’t matter, none of our lives matter’
Peter Sokolowski, Merriam-Webster’s editor-at-large, told "Good Morning America" that while he's come to know NFTs through the world ... for every new word we add to the dictionary," he added ...
Merriam-Webster auctioning off non-fungible token definition for charity
If it weren’t for the generous non-salary that I receive, I just might be upset. Way back in the Olden Days, someone had referred to me as a curmudgeon in ...
Apparently I'm a curmudgeon – but what does that even mean?
By Patricia Long Thanks to the internet, it is now possible to put together stories of how Orcadians have influenced the wider world. This leads to all sorts of surprising connections, and I did a ...
How does Orkney connect Michael Faraday and Mrs Beeton’s Cookbook?
Different sources provide different perspectives. Webster defines neutrality as "not allied with, not supporting, or favoring either side in a dispute" (Webster's II New College Dictionary, 2001).
Enhancing Mediator Neutrality Through Question-Asking
Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (1987) definition of sedition: Incitement of resistance to or insurrection against lawful authority. The former Attorney General William Barr of the United States ...
Linda Heller: Sedition
Webster's New World Dictionary officially recognized the term in 1988, five years after attorney Martin Siegel coined it during a Wall Street Journal interview. The Chicago Business website ...
What Is a Corporate Poison Pill?
According to Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, "facilitate" means "to make easier ... Additionally, she has served as faculty for the National Judicial College. Ms. Fleischer is a frequent ...
Preventing Conflict through Facilitation
In 1789, Noah Webster of Webster’s Dictionary fame spearheaded the push ... has caused more than its share of debates in the grammar world. What it is, exactly, is the comma that goes before ...
The 20 Most Confusing Rules in the Grammar World
“Angel, from Greek angelos, means ‘messenger’ (Webster’s Third New International Dictionary, p. 82 ... This found fulfillment in the First World War––‘the first war in three dimensions’ in which ...
The irrefutable leadership law of timing
Ralph Benko is the author of The Websters’ Dictionary: How to use the Web to transform the world which was awarded ... member of the bar of the State of New York.
Ralph Benko
InTaking Root, Latin American women of Jewish descent, from Mexico to Uruguay, recall their coming of age with Sabbath candles and Hebrew prayers, Ladino songs ...
Taking Root: Narratives of Jewish Women in Latin America
Crile went on to become an internationally known surgeon and one of the founders of the world famous Cleveland ... ever owned was a copy of Webster's Unabridged Dictionary. People from miles ...
Hooked on History: Cousins from Coshocton County help found Cleveland Clinic
one growing on cultivated ground to the disadvantage of a crop, lawn, or flower bed" (Webster's College Dictionary ... and What They Tell shortly after World War II. The war was fresh in his ...
Practical Weed Control
This is particularly true when the RCTs are published in leading journals such as the New England Journal of Medicine or Lancet. Such trials are viewed by many as the 'holy grail' of medicine.
CAS, CREST and AHA Guidelines for Treating Carotid Stenosis
Merriam-Webster’s Official SCRABBLE Players Dictionary, which contains over 100,000 usable words, is now in its sixth edition and includes new words like bitcoin, emoji, and facepalm.
24 Classic Board Games Everyone Should Own
He has moved his life and family around the world more than 20 times ... Patriotism is defined by Merriam Webster’s dictionary as “ love for or devotion to one’s country” but for me, it has always ...
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